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    Plastic Overload in Lake champlain  

 

 Vermont is a beautiful state but has many problems. Especially Lake Champlain. Sure it 

is beautiful on the outside, but it actually is full of trash and plastic of all sorts. It has trash bags, 

cans, bags, and many more things.  Plastic is terrible for a the our beloved lake because it causes 

problems like damaged boats, the death of animals, and how it contributes to climate change. We 

need to do all in our power to help stop this overload of plastic. 

  

Lake Champlain is beautiful on the outside but has many issues. Boats are always 

floating around almost all summer. However many boats get destroyed by single-use plastic. 

This is unsafe and will cost a lot of money to get towed back. There have been many recorded 

damaged boats from plastic. Our beaches are contributing to this because there is so much trash 

on the shore that ends up floating around, and gets tangled in an engine. We can refrain from this 

by cleaning up the beaches. Also when trash flies off the beach it goes straight into the lake.   

 

Another problem that are lake has is that when trash lingers in the lake the animals that 

we have will get harmed by this. Even though this lake is very small compared to the oceans, and 

seas does not mean that we don’t have any animals. Our lake has over one hundred and twenty 

species. A good way to avoid these animals from getting harmed by this single-use plastic could 

be to make sure that you pick up after yourself, and do not leave trash along the beaches, or even 

if you have something in the water don’t leave it there for some fish that will think it is food. 

Many animals are killed every year by trash, and this is bad for fishers, and the population could 



 

go down.  

 

 

Vermont is a beautiful state filled with snow, mountains, many trees, and a lake. Climate 

change is a large topic but it does come up in Vermont. Vermont is a very small state and has 

way too much pollution. This is a cause of climate change. At this rate, our state is getting 

warmer, and the snow will decrease every year. A big part of why this is happening is because of 

our beach's trash, and the pollution in our lake. The article called,” Vermont is getting warmer 

and wetter,” by  Basil Waugh Talks about how the State has warmed nearly 2°F, with a 21% 

jump in precipitation. It may not sound like much, but if we keep this up our temperature could 

spike.  

 

  

 Vermont is the green mountain state so let's keep it that way and stop pollution. We can 

all help clean up our beaches, and land near us.  Our lake has many issues that need to be tended 

to. We can avoid the death of animals, damaged boats, and climate change by picking up the 

trash on our beaches, and everything in the lake that looks like trash. This will help keep our 

animals alive, and our lake clean. 

 

 

 




